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a.k.a. centralized, federated, and peer-to-peer



1. the subject has sufficient accurate 

information and understands the 

nature of the agreement

2. the agreement is entered into 

without coercion

3. the agreement is entered into 

knowingly and intentionally

4. the agreement authorizes a specific 

course of action



A model of distributed consent and network observability

To account for the distributed nature of personal data (i.e. the distributed online 

self), we consider a simple model of distributed consent. Imagine a social 

network platform where individuals have the following privacy options: 

0. Individuals share their data with all their connections and are vulnerable to 

third-party surveillance (similar to Facebook accounts with access for “Apps, 

Websites and Games” turned on). 

1. Individuals share their data with all their connections but are not directly 

vulnerable to third-party surveillance. 

2. Individuals only share their data with their connections whose privacy level 

are set at least to 1. 

N. Individuals only share their data with their connections whose privacy level 

are set at least to N −1.









Interesting applications of network 
visualizations for analytics

A look into Graph Drawing for Data Analytics by Stephen G. Eick

Presented by Adam Foley



The Importance of Excitement in Data Analysis

• In order to have that “wow factor”, Eick
says that Network visualizations can 
create high value for “Visual 
presentation and branding purposes.” 1

• He goes on to provide some useful 
techniques including animation and 
colors to draw viewers in. 2

Figure 1: Internet traffic flows between countries 3

1,2 . Tamassia, Roberto, and Stephen G Eick. “Graph Drawing for Data Analytics.” Essay. In Handbook of Graph Drawing and Visualization, 682. CRC Press, 2013. 

3 . Tamassia, Roberto, and Stephen G Eick. “Graph Drawing for Data Analytics.” Essay. In Handbook of Graph Drawing and Visualization, 683. CRC Press, 2013. 



Assumptive Based Analysis vs Visual Discovery

Figure 2: Real-time 3D visual 5

4,5. Tamassia, Roberto, and Stephen G Eick. “Graph Drawing for Data Analytics.” Essay. In Handbook of Graph Drawing and Visualization, 685. CRC Press, 2013. 

6.7 . Tamassia, Roberto, and Stephen G Eick. “Graph Drawing for Data Analytics.” Essay. In Handbook of Graph Drawing and Visualization, 686. CRC Press, 2013. 

Pre-assumed Relationships through Assumptive Based Analysis 4 Novel Discovery through Visual Discovery 6

Figure 3: Real-time 3D visual 7



The Sweet Spot for Network Visualization

Figure 4: Network Visualization sweet spot 8

8. Tamassia, Roberto, and Stephen G Eick. “Graph Drawing for Data Analytics.” Essay. In Handbook of Graph Drawing and Visualization, 691. CRC Press, 2013. 



Computer Networks

Different types of computer networks:
- Internet as a whole
- ISP (Internet Service Provider)
- Local/Singular Networks



The good:
- Brought useful examples of da ta  

visua liza tion
- Explored how the size  of the  da ta  

a ffects the  ability to visua lize  it



The bad:
- Relied too heavily on 

tables as seen on this 
slide. This is very 
confusing to look at, 
and does not lend 
itself to intuitive 
understanding of 
what the author is 
attempting to convey



GRAPH ANIMATIONS
V Lange



Initial Image Target Image

Friedrich, C., & Eades, P. (2000, September). The Marey graph animation tool demo. In 
International Symposium on Graph Drawing (pp. 396-406). Springer, Berlin, Heidelberg.



Friedrich and Eades - Properties of 
Good Animations 
◦ Uniform motion—Groups of nodes should move together
◦ Separation— Nodes should move separate if they are moving in different directions
◦ No misleading layouts—Avoid overlaps as this can cause confusion/don’t intentionally mislead 



Friedrich and Eades - Properties of 
Good Animations 
◦ Short motion paths— Keep motions short, unnecessary movements can be confusing
◦ Rigid motion—Keep motions consistent in the animation



Friedrich and Eades – Algorithm 
Step 1: Fade out nodes and edges that cease to exist in the final stage

Step 2/ Step 3: Apply any transformations that are needed to the nodes and edges while moving 
them to their final destinations

Step 4: Fade in nodes and edges that did not exist in the initial animation



References
◦ Friedrich, C., & Eades, P. (2000, September). The Marey graph animation tool demo. In 

International Symposium on Graph Drawing (pp. 396-406). Springer, Berlin, Heidelberg.
◦ Tamassia, R. (Ed.). (2013). Handbook of graph drawing and visualization. CRC press.



Multi Layer Gene Networks



Likelihood of gene being 
associated with disease

Machine learning to 
cluster genes together

Multi layers to show gene 
interactions across diseases



How to represent incidence structures? 
Example structures taken from 6.2.4 of Sugiyama[1]

1. Sugiyama, Kozo. Graph drawing and applications for software and knowledge engineers. Vol. 11. World Scientific, 2002.

A graph  is a pair  where  is a finite set [called vertices] and 

 is a (possibly ordered) set of relations [called edges]

G G = (V, E) V
E ⊆ V × V



How to represent incidence structures? 
Example structures taken from 6.2.4 of Sugiyama[1]

1. Sugiyama, Kozo. Graph drawing and applications for software and knowledge engineers. Vol. 11. World Scientific, 2002.

1. 

2.

p ∈ V ⟹ {p} ∈ S
σ ∈ S, τ ⊆ σ ⟹ τ ∈ S

A simplicial complex  is a pair  where  is a finite set [called vertices] and 

 is a set of non-empty subsets [called simplices] of  satisfying:

K K = (V, S) V
S V



How to represent incidence structures? 
Example structures taken from 6.2.4 of Sugiyama[1]

An hypergraph  is a pair  where  is a finite set [called vertices] and 

 is a set of non-empty subsets [called hyper-edges] of 

H H = (V, ℰ) V
ℰ ⊆ 𝒫(V) V

G ⊆ K ⊆ H
    (unordered )



Possible applications of Graph drawing
(as predicated by Sugiyama in 2002)

Predicated applications

• Documentation of a system components

• Monitoring system state 

• Allowing interactions between system 

components 
• Enabling planning of complex systems  
• Showing idea collaboration and 

consensus



Possible applications of Graph drawing
Showing resource dependencies

Hydrogen 
Fuel Cells

Hydrogen

Hydrocarbons

Natural Gas

Oil

Coal

Petroleum

Power 
grid

Solar



Possible applications of Graph drawing
Representing states and transitions

Goes to 
committee

Committee 
approved: 

Reported to House

Bill is debated

Passed to 
Senate

Filibuster

Bill is voted 
down

Legislative 
deadlock

Introduced 
to hopper

Bill is 
sponsored

Discharge petition



Possible applications of Graph drawing
Documenting module components

Canvas 
Renderer

Scene

GL 
Renderer

PIXI.Application

PIXI.Sprites

PIXI.Graphics

PIXI.Textures

Renderer

PIXI



Figure taken from: Sugiyama, Kozo. Graph drawing and applications for software and knowledge engineers. Vol. 11. World Scientific, 2002.

Figure originally from: Casti, John L. Connectivity, complexity and catastrophe in large-scale systems. Vol. 7. John Wiley & Sons, 1979.

On the right:

1. Food chain graph 

2. Minimizes edge crossings

3. Interpretable? 

The need for correct layout optimization



Figure taken from: Sugiyama, Kozo. Graph drawing and applications for software and knowledge engineers. Vol. 11. World Scientific, 2002.

The same food chain graph

On the right:

1. Same food chain graph 

2. Automated hierarchical 

layout 

3. More interpretable? 



Cartography
Wolf (2013) Graph drawing and cartography. Chapter 23 in: Handbook on graph drawing and visualization.

Hong Qu
CS 7295 Visualizing Layered Networks

9/20/2021



Geo-Spatial Visualizations

Use Cases Goals and Challenges

1. Flow Explain movement across locations
• Conform to users’ mental map
• Maintain geographic orientation and direction
• Strike a balance between big picture overview and specific details

2. Navigation Provide reliable directions by generalizing roads and locations
• Match users’ mental map expectations for direction and relative 

distance and position
• Dense areas must have legible labels for crucial element
• Strategic use of distortion to squeeze info into tight spots

3. Schematic Map Minimize visual complexity and clutter to be functional
• Edges shouldn't cross if there is no connection – planar graph
• Angles should be 90 or 45 degrees – 8 directions octilinear
• Should provide full view as of the entire (subway) system



1. Flow
“the flow between two nodes of the 
underlying network is depicted by 
curves whose width is proportional 
to the amount of flow.”



2. Street navigation using enlarge focus regions
“a street map within the same view frame as the original map, but such 
that a region specified by the user is enlarged by a given factor.”



3. Schematic Maps

“schematic metro map not just scale, but also
the change in scale is (highly) non-uniform.”

(R1) Restrict the drawing of edges to the octilinear directions.
(R2) Do not change the geographical network topology. This is crucial to support the
mental map of the passengers.
(R3) Avoid bends along individual metro lines, especially in interchange stations, to
keep them easy to follow for map readers. If bends cannot be avoided, obtuse
angles are preferred over acute angles.
(R4) Preserve the relative position between stations to avoid confusion with the mental
map. For example, a station being north of some other station in reality should not be 
placed south of it in the metro map.
(R5) Keep edge lengths between adjacent stations as uniform as possible with a strict
minimum length. This usually implies enlarging the city center at the expense
of the periphery.
(R6) Stations must be labeled and station names should not obscure other labels or
parts of the network. Horizontal labels are preferred and labels along the track
between two interchanges should use the same side of the corresponding path if
possible.
(R7) Use distinctive colors to denote the different metro lines. This means that edges
used by multiple lines are drawn thicker and use colored copies for each line.

Nollenburg and Wolff [NW11]



Social Network



Brandes et al. (2013) Social networks. Chapter 26 in: 
Handbook on graph drawing and visualization.



Brandes et al. (2013) Social networks. Chapter 26 in: 
Handbook on graph drawing and visualization.



Brandes et al. (2013) Social networks. Chapter 26 in: 
Handbook on graph drawing and visualization.


